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 whitney pockets


Whitney Pockets is named after G. Luke Whitney and G. Fenton Whitney. They purchased the Whitney/Nay Ranch in about 1910. They built two little catch dams in the rocks to hold water and it was used to provide water to their livestock and horses as they traveled to and from St. Thomas, NV.
During the depression, the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) built the big dam down from the little ones. This dam doesn’t hold water.  It is not that the dam leaks, but the rock is sandstone and the water seeps around the dam.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


Whitney Pockets is 5.2 miles, or 21 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there,
you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd toward Whitney Pass Rd which is 0.4
miles. Then continue onto Whitney Pass Rd for another 4.8 miles until you arrive
at the Cistern at Whitney Pockets.
GPS location 36°31'23.87"N 114° 8'6.84"W

















 








 garden of eden


Not to be confused with the Garden of Eden Slot Canyon, this place is simply called The Garden of Eden by the locals. It's a dirt road about a mile and a half ride off the beaten path. Enjoy a scenic jaunt through cedar trees and red rock wonders on a very sandy road. Recommended as well worth exploring!



 Directions from Aravada Springs


The Garden of Eden is 10.2 miles, or 40 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get
there, you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd for 0.4 miles. Then turn right
and continue straight for another 0.7 miles. Continue on County Rd 101 for another 5.6 miles then turn left onto Lime Kiln Canyon Rd and go another 0.7

miles.

GPS Location 36°36'56.15"N 113°58' 6.10"W


















 





 pakoon springs


Pakoon Springs was owned by the Whitney family for a period of time in the early 1900’s.
Here is some information about the ranch and its wildlife.
In the late 1970’s, Pakoon Springs had experienced many seasons. Several different owners, including Native Americans, homesteaders, and ranchers, laid their claims to the area, but none made their claim quite like a self-
 proclaimed “weekend cowboy” by the name of Charles “Chuck” Simmons.
Delbert “Dell” Allen, the owner of the property since 1966, sold his property to Chuck, who was eager to accept this property for a cheap price, knowing that the land would be in good hands. Little did Dell know what surprises Chuck would bring to the ranch.
One of the first interesting critters to be introduced to Pakoon Springs was Clem the alligator. In the late 1980’s, Clem was transported over from Georgia by a few friends of Chuck’s as a gift to the rancher. Chuck, not knowing exactly what to do with an alligator, sent him into the pond and wished him the best. Clem kept to himself most days, barring a few exceptions when he was lured out with seven whole chickens or children swimming in his pond.
Chuck even thought at one point he had been scooped up by a helicopter using the water in the pond to put out a nearby wildfire. Clem, however, was eventually found in 2003 by Bureau of Land Management (BLM) workers, but not before making true the wild tale of the alligator on the Arizona Strip.
Chuck also raised about 500 ostriches at Pakoon at one time. Running cattle became a difficult process—it was more work than it was worth. In the 1980’s, ostrich meat became a new craze. Chuck decided he would have a go at the booming industry. Unfortunately, the demand for ostriches in the U.S. plummeted quickly, and Chuck had more ostriches
 then he knew what to deal with. He had to give most of them away, because if he turned them loose he wasn’t sure how the BLM would react to 500 ostriches roaming the Mojave Desert
In addition to an alligator and ostriches, Chuck and his family also raised pigs and burros on the ranch. In an interview, Chuck once told the story of a man who offered to buy the pigs from his father-in-law, who was living on the property at the time. The man arrived at Pakoon, only to find no pigs, and nobody to sell them.
After waiting a few hours, Chuck’s father-in-law arrived, introduced himself to the man, and then promptly fired his shotgun in the air three times. Faster than you could say Jack Robinson, the pigs all arrived eagerly at their pens. After a puzzled look from the man, Chuck’s father-in-law explained: “They think it is chow time. I have been feeding them burros!”
Burros, while also serving as food for the hogs, also became some beloved and pestering pets to the family. One year they rescued a crippled burro that couldn’t walk. After nursing it back to health, the burro stuck around, as she had grown quite close to the family. But she soon became a nuisance. Anyone who didn’t feed her at the time of her liking was knocked clean over until her bucket was full of feed.
Pakoon Springs is a very different place now that there are no ostriches, alligators, or pigs, and the burros that remain are now wild. Today, the Springs are part of a comprehensive rehabilitation project aimed at restoring the area to its natural habitat.
Desert springs are an essential component of life on the Arizona Strip, as they are often the only sources of natural groundwater, and they play an important role in their delicate ecosystems.
One disruption of these springs can have severe consequences. Because the Springs at Pakoon are so important to the area, Grand Canyon Parashant National Monument worked to restore the area to its natural habitat. The springs are slowly taking on their natural form, but not without remembering its wild and wonderful past, full of ostriches, alligators, and pigs.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


PakoonSprings is 10.8 miles, or 43 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there,
you head southeast onPakoon Springs Rdfor 10.2 miles. Then continue straight
another 0.5 miles.


GPS Location 36°24'59.49"N 113°57'28.99"W

















 





 tassi spring


Tassi Ranch is a rural historic district whose buildings, structures, and other
 landscape features are comprised of a unique and intact ranch core in northwestern Arizona, dating back from the first half of the 20th century.
Located on the edge of the Grand Wash in the western portion of the Arizona
 Strip, – which encompasses the lands north of the Grand Canyon – the surrounding desert topography is rough. Steep canyons rise hundreds of feet to flat tablelands above. Immediately to the east are the Grand Wash Cliffs, which rise in a series of steps over 1,500 feet to the Shivwits Plateau.
The current ranch house, unusual with its stone construction, was built in 1938 and occupied intermittently through the 1970s. Tassi Springs was an important stopover for both Native Americans and Mormon traders as they journeyed across the desert. In 1876, it became part of the Pearce Ferry Road that connected St. George, Utah and the Pearce Ferry Crossing on the
 Colorado River, though use of the road soon declined.
In 1902, the land was withdrawn from public sale as part of the Reclamation Act in preparation for the construction of the Hoover Dam. However, within a year, settlers began to claim water rights at the springs and bring their livestock to graze. A stone house and well had been constructed by the spring of 1912.
After a series of fraudulent land titles, Ed Yates began occupying Tassi Ranch in 1929. Yates improved the springs and planted crops and shade trees. He
 constructed the standing ranch house reservoir, corrals, and field irrigation
 system, which provided a permanent base for a full range of stock-raising
 functions. The system provided water for cattle and irrigation for pasturage and crops.
The ranch house is composed of rock rather than the log construction that was typical for the region at the time. It is likely that this same rock was used in the previous structure. The house was occupied periodically until 1981. In the 1990s, the National Park Service made a variety of improvements to stabilize the house and landscape.
In 1938, Yates built the stone house at Tassi at the base of the hill, near the Springs. He likely used stones from an original house that was built there in 1917.
Ranchers in the desert adapted to the dry climate by clustering development around available water sources. While outlying ranch features exist, the majority of Tassi Ranch developments are clustered around Tassi Springs, a system consisting of numerous spring heads at the center of the property.
Here, buildings, corrals, agricultural fields, irrigation ditches, a row of large cottonwood trees, and other vernacular ranch features, remain intact from the first half of the 1900s. Vernacular architecture is an architectural style that is designed based on local needs, availability of construction materials, and it reflects local traditions. These features are composed of a shady oasis located in the extreme desert environment of the Arizona Strip.
The ranch is organized in a way that best utilizes the natural springs. The core area, with its house, barns, corrals, and other features, is located adjacent to the springs and on a terrace above the wash, under the shady cottonwood trees.
Above both the core area and the fields, are large, generally open pastures enclosed with barbed wire fences. These pastures do not require irrigation and are therefore located upslope from the springs. The agricultural fields at the southwestern end of the site are located furthest from the springs. Thickets of native shrub species have overgrown portions of the site, as a result of spring channeling.
Many of these features remain today, and represent unique and complex elements that display local adaptations. These elements serve the needs of those living here and running a ranch in the desert environment of Northern Arizona.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


PakoonSprings is 10.8 miles, or 43 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there,
you head southeast onPakoon Springs Rdfor 10.2 miles. Then continue straight
another 0.5 miles.


GPS Location 36°24'59.49"N 113°57'28.99"W
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 Gold Butte


There’s not much left at the Gold Butte town site, besides some old mining equipment, a few caged mines, and the graves of Arthur Coleman and William (Bill) Garrett. Coleman and Garrett were the last two residents of the old mining town of Gold Butte. Bill was the nephew of Pat Garrett, the man who shot and killed Billy the Kid (supposedly).
In its hey-day, the town of Gold Butte had 2,000 residents, consisting of a brothel, post office and saloon. This area was being used for prospecting, mining and ranching, before being abandoned when the copper, silver and gold deposits started to dry up. By 1911, the town was pretty much deserted. The buildings were dismantled and rebuilt at nearby St. Thomas. Today, all that’s left are some old mines, mining equipment, and the graves of the last two residents.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


The town of Gold Butte is 31.7 miles, or 2 hours and 22 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there, you head northwest on
Pakoon Springs Rd toward Whitney Pass Rd for 0.4 miles. Continue onto Whitney Pass Rd for 5.1 miles. Then take a sharp
left onto Gold Butte Rd for 15.4 miles. Continue onto New Gold Butte Rd for another 4.3 miles. Then continue straight to stay on New Gold Butte Rd for 472 feet. Continue straight for 0.4 miles, then turn left onto Gold Butte Townsite Rd in 233 feet. Then turn right in 102 feet.
GPS Location 36°16'48.81"N 114°12' 2.42"W
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 Little finland


Also known as Devil's Fire or Hobgoblin's Playground, Little Finland is the unofficial name of a remote area in the Mojave Desert. It is located near the north end of Lake Mead, within Gold Butte National Monument, where a plateau of red/orange Aztec sandstone has been heavily eroded into amazingly complex and intricate forms, over an area 2,000 feet by 400 feet.
This site is similar to other renowned Southwest locations of photogenic eroded rocks. For example, they have similar colors to Goblin Valley, and the same kind of weather patterns as Fantasy Canyon. But this place is more unusual than either of those two. This is on account of the complexity and variation of the rock forms, the relatively large area that they cover, and the scenic surroundings; the plateau is backed by taller, more conventionally eroded cliffs to one side, while to the other, the land slopes down towards Lake Mead. This allows for long distance views over many square miles of roadless desert, interrupted by some taller hills and other colorful sandstone Outcrops.
Many of the formations are very fragile - thin spurs extending several feet from their base, tiny arches, narrow fins - and doubtless some have already been damaged since the region was first publicized around 20 years ago.
But Little Finland is likely to remain relatively little visited owing to its remote location:  the place is 37 miles from a major highway, on roads which decline from paved and fairly smooth. Then there are partially paved roads and bumpy, unpaved roads, but relatively good, unpaved and very stony roads. Finally, there are the last few miles where the surface is even rougher (in some places) and the drive requires a 4WD vehicle. A busy day might see half a dozen visitors, but most of the time there are no people here.
For the majority of visitors who do not have 4WD vehicles, Little Finland can be reached by cross-country hiking, starting 12 miles back along the approach road, which ahead takes a rather circuitous route. So, the walking distance is shorter. The minimum distance is 3.5 miles. However, there are several other resting areas close by, such as short slot canyons, petroglyphs, eroded rocks in many contrasting colors (unlike Little Finland where the sandstone is only red or orange).
A round trip of 10 miles allows some of these sites to be visited en route. If driving all the way, the track ends close to the base of the plateau. So, the only hiking needed is the short climb to the top. The formations themselves can all be seen in an hour or so, while walking another mile.
There is no charge to visit, nor to camp anywhere in this region; all of this area is publicly owned BLM land, and nearby Whitney Pocket is a popular place to stay, even for quite large RVs. Off-road vehicle use has increased in recent years, and has added to the visitation to Little Finland, though very few people explore by hiking cross country.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


Little Finland is 20.7 miles, or 1 hour and 24 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there, you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd toward Whitney Pass Rd for 0.4 miles. Continue onto Whitney Pass Rd for 5.1 miles. Then take a sharp left
onto Gold Butte Rd for 7.2 miles. Turn right onto Mud Wash Rd and go another 2.5 miles. Then turn right to stay on Mud Wash Rd for another 1.7 miles. Take a slight right to stay on Mud Wash Rd for another 2.7 miles. Turn right onto Little Finland Rd.

GPS location 36°27'29.75"N 114°13'15.84"W

















 

 Seven Keyholes
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Although many people would like to name it a slot canyon, Seven Keyholes really isn’t one. In geologic terms, this straight and narrow canyon is a joint, or a fracture, which divides two large rock masses.
Joints are created when forces cause them to crack and separate. The rock is Aztec sandstone, as it is called locally in Nevada, or Navajo sandstone, as it is referred to in Utah, and throughout the Colorado Plateau.
Joints are usually straight, clean (non-jagged) breaks, with other joints forming and running parallel with each other.
What makes Seven Keyholes unique from other large joints found in sandstone is the hollowed-out bottom section of the canyon. It looks similar to Zion’s famous subway canyon, which is not a joint. But what caused this hollowed out portion?
In Zion, there was obviously a lot of constant rushing water and flash flood events. But was there that much rushing water at Seven Keyholes?
 Probably not. Side canyons or joints branching off the main canyon of Seven Keyholes also have the hollowed-out bottom, further supporting the idea that it was not created by water.
Halfway on the hike between the trailhead to the entrance to Seven Keyholes, Native American petroglyphs can be found on the right. In Gold Butte National Monument, petroglyphs can be found all over, especially in the redish-orange Aztec (Navajo) sandstone.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


Seven Keyholes Slot Canyon is 19.8 miles, or 1 hour and 29 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there, you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd toward Whitney Pass Rd for 0.4 miles. Continue onto Whitney Pass Rd for 5.1 miles. Then take a sharp left onto Gold Butte Rd for 7.2 miles. Turn right onto Mud Wash Rd and go another 2.5 miles. Then turn right to stay on Mud Wash Rd for another 1.7 miles. Continue straight for 1.9 miles. Then turn left toward Narrows N Rd and go another 0.1 miles. Turn left onto Narrows N Rd and go 0.1 miles. Continue onto Gold Butte Wash Rd for 0.8 miles.

GPS location 36°25'51.66"N 114°13'17.15"W

















 

 DEVIL'S THROAT
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Devils Nostril is an interesting, if somewhat disconcerting, geological feature where apparently the roof of a limestone cave collapsed. This left a narrow sinkhole in the middle of the open desert. 
For those who think terra firma is firm, this is an educational place that gives a different point of view.
This sinkhole is about 3 air-miles north-northwest of Devils Throat, the much larger and better known sinkhole in Gold Butte National Monument. As such, the tiny Devils Nostril is a place to stop and visit while driving along Mud Wash North Road. But this is not a destination.





 Directions from Aravada Springs


Devil's Throat is 13.1 miles, or 54 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there, you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd toward Whitney Pass Rd for 0.4 miles. Continue onto Whitney Pass Rd for 5.1 miles. Then take a sharp lef t onto Gold
Butte Rd for 7.2 miles. Turn right onto Mud Wash Rd for another 0.4 miles.

GPS location 36°25'40.23"N 114° 8'56.56"W


















 

 21 goats
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21 Goats is made up of a large panel of petroglyphs that are located in the wash down from Whitney Pockets.
The name comes from the fact that there are lots of goats in that panel, along with other symbols. My grandfather G. Fenton Whitney called this the Indian Writings.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


21 Goats is 10.5 miles, or 42 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get there, you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd toward Whitney Pass Rd for 0.4 miles. Continue onto Whitney Pass Rd for 5.1 miles. Continue straight onto Gold Butte Rd for 1.4 miles. Then turn left onto Black Butte Rd and go 3.2 miles. Turn left onto 21 Goats Rd. It is 0.3 miles walk up the wash.

GPS location 36°30' 6.17"N 114°11'27.40"W
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 ice cave


This is not a true cave. It is a slot canyon that G. Luke Whitney and Family went to for their 4th of July picnic because it was much cooler there than the surrounding area. If you look at the top of the slot, you will often see an owl that lives there.



 Directions from Aravada Springs


The Ice Cave is 3.4 miles, or 14 minutes from Aravada Springs. To get the re, you head northwest on Pakoon Springs Rd for 0.4 miles. Then turn right and continue straight for another 0.7 miles. Continue onto County Rd 101 for another 2.1
miles then turn right. Park your vehicle to the side of the road and hike east toward the rock formations. The cave is accessed on the east side of the formation.

GPS location 36°32'18.30"N 114° 1'29.23"W
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